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Being involved with the field of nanoscience and engineering over the years, both from a research perspective and from our involvement with SPIE conferences, we have seen that nanometer-scale physics initiated revolutionary advances in the development of original analytical tools, functional nanomaterial combinations and devices, as well as multidisciplinary approaches to materials science and engineering, which even reached the pioneering medical treatments of the twenty-first century. In the last few years, we have observed the emergence, and increased presence, of bioinspired and biomimetic materials, processes, and devices in research reflected in expanding conference participation. We see life sciences, often abbreviated by bio, as a vital area in current nanometer-scale research activities all over the world that have broadened the horizon of nanoscience and nanotechnology. Therefore, nano-bio-technology has had a major impact on electronics and photonics applications, opening up a whole extra field for innovative bioengineering. Highlighted in this special section of JNP you will find a few of the most recent works in this exciting field usually just abbreviated by the prefixes nano- and bio-. A characteristic example are nanometer-thin compliant conductors as introduced by B. Osmani et al., which are required for battery-driven dielectric elastomer transducer-based artificial muscles, for example to treat severe incontinence, for flexible electronics, and truly soft electrodes for deep brain stimulation, just to mention a few. Consequently, we are aware that nano-bio-technology has been changing our everyday life.
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